
Starships D6 / Sienar-Jaemus Fleet Systems TIE/wi modified interceptor

Name: Sienar-Jaemus Fleet Systems TIE/wi modified

Interceptor

Type: space superiority fighter

Scale: Starfighter

Length: 17.429m

Skill: Starfighter piloting: TIE/wi

Crew: 1

Passengers: N/A

Cargo Capacity: 50 kilograms

Consumables: 4 days

Cost: Not available for sale

Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1

Nav Computer: Yes

Maneuverability: 3D

Speed:

        Space: 11

        Atmosphere: 425; 1275kmh

Hull: 2D

Shields: 2D

Sensors:

        Passive: 30/1D

        Scan: 50/2D+1

        Search: 75/3D+2

        Focus: 5/5D

WEAPONS:

        Laser cannons (4) (firelinked)

                Fire Arc: Front

                Skill: Starship gunnery

                Fire Control: 3D

                Space: 1-5/15/30

                Atmosphere: 100-500/1.5/3km

                Damage: 6D

        Lb-14 dual heavy laser turret

                Fire Arc: Turret

                Skill: Starship gunnery

                Fire Control: 3D

                Space: 1-3/12/25

                Atmosphere: 100-300/1.2/2.5km

                Damage: 4D



        Advanced Stealth Field Generator*

                Game Effects:-1D from Fire Control and Sensors

DESCRIPTION: The TIE/wi modified interceptor, also known as the TIE whisper or simply the whisper,

was a First Order TIE line interceptor used during the war against the Resistance by Kylo Ren. During

the war, Ren used his TIE whisper to confront Rey on Pasaana.

Characteristics

The TIE/wi modified interceptor was a starfighter which was brought up to the exact specification of

Supreme Leader Kylo Ren of the First Order. As such, it had increased speed, range, and more

firepower than a standard model. It was manufactured by Sienar-Jaemus Fleet Systems and like other

starships of the TIE line, had a twin ion engine and its wings were solar collectors, which were similar in

appearance to Ren's previous ship, the TIE/vn space superiority fighter. It had four laser cannons at the

tip of each wing, five heavy cannons between the two main solar collectors on each wing, and a heavy

weapons turret with mag-pulses and heavy lasers. In addition, it had a round cockpit that featured red

designs and an antenna at the rear. The TIE whisper was also equipped with sensor-confusing

technology that allowed for a degree of stealth.

History

The TIE whisper entered service during the war between the First Order and the Resistance, with one

used by Ren, replacing his TIE/vn space superiority fighter. Ren used his new TIE whisper to travel to

Exegol where he confronted Darth Sidious, who revealed his Star Destroyer fleet and ordered him to kill

Rey and end the Jedi. Ren later used his TIE to confront the Jedi Rey on the desert world Pasaana,

during which she jumped over his ship and sliced off one of its wings, causing it to crash. Ren flew

another TIE of the same model to Kef Bir, where he again confronted Rey in a lightsaber duel. Defeating

and wounding him, Rey took the TIE and flew it to Ahch-To where she angrily burned it. 
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